Revealing phylogeny of microbiome samples with proteomics by translating shotgun sequencing reads
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Discussion

Background

Poster 90374

LC-MS/MS can detect and quantify peptides present in a microbiome sample,

Metapeptide databases greatly increase

Because of the difficulty of constructing a protein database that accurately
reflects a microbiome, ocean metaproteomics experiments typically only
detect a small proportion of detectable peptides1 ,2 .

Metapeptide databases created from one
ocean sample can be used effectively for
searching other ocean samples.

Choosing a metaproteomics database involves a tradeoff: smaller databases
have lower coverage of sample peptides, while larger databases suffer from
poor sensitivity3 .

Future work will involve using genomic
sequence homology to assign taxa to more
peptides, and to infer peptide molecular
function .

giving phylogenetic insight into biochemical activity. However, in order to be
detected, a peptide must be present in a database.

peptide yield and phylogenetic information
compared with other search strategies.

Here, we build databases of 'metapeptides' (microbiome amino acid
sequences) from shotgun metagenomic sequencing and use them to greatly
increase sensitivity.

Sample collection, sequencing, LC-MS/MS
Water samples were collected from Bering Strait (BSt) chlorophyll
maximum layer and from Chukchi Sea (CS) bottom waters, size
fractionated, and bacterial fraction (<1 µm) isolated. DNA was sequenced
on an Illumina HiSeq. Protein was digested with trypsin and analyzed with a
Q-Exactive-HF.

Combining quantitative proteomics with this
approach will allow comparison of ocean
metaproteomes at a granular level.

Detected peptides
BSt and CS samples were target-decoy searched against all three
databases using Comet5 . Peptides were filtered to false discovery
rate (FDR) 0.01 with Percolator6.
Results from all three searches were integrated by combining all
three results, removing duplicates, and filtering to FDR 0.01 .

Metapeptide database construction
Separate metapeptide databases were built from BSt and CS sequencing
runs. Each read was translated in all six reading frames. Amino acid
sequences from each frame were trimmed to first and last tryptic site.

Peptide counts
at FDR=0.01
Database
BSt CS

environmental
metagenome
metapeptides
(same sample)
integrated

1 ,925 1 ,1 44
4,352 1 ,792

Software and data
The methods described here have been
implented in the Sixgill Python package.

6,573 3,451
7,21 1 3,680

Software and data are available here:
http://noble.gs.washington.edu/proj/metapeptide

The metapeptide sequences derived this way were discarded if:
• frame contained a stop codon
• <1 0 amino acids long
• no tryptic peptides >6 amino acids long
• minimum Phred quality score <30
• found in only one read.

Metapeptide database coverage, sensitivity
Metapeptide database has better peptide coverage.

Metapeptide search has higher sensitivity.
1 ,957 of the BSt peptides detected in either

metapeptide or environmental searches were
present in both databases. 601 of those were
only detected in the metapeptide search,
reflecting the metapeptide database's higher
sensitivity due to much smaller size.

We used the NCBI non-redundant protein database
from environmental sequencing projects (env_nr),
which is commonly used in ocean metaproteomics.
We used the MOCAT4 pipeline to assemble a
metagenome from both samples and to predict genes.

Phylogenetic inference

Database sizes and peptide overlap
Metapeptide databases were an
order of magnitude smaller than
the environmental database, with
only 1 % peptide overlap. This was
expected, since most organisms in
the environmental database are not
in these samples.
Intersection between metapeptide
(BSt) and
metagenome
databases
was larger,
but 89% of
peptides were
still unique to
one database
or the other.
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Of the BSt peptides detected in the metapeptide search,
71 % do not occur in the environmental database.

Two databases for comparison

database

environmental
metagenome
metapeptides (BSt)
metapeptides (CS)

We used Unipept7 to infer a least common ancestor
(LCA) taxon for detected peptides.

peptides

327 million
24 million
44 million
1 9 million

For the BSt sample, compared with the peptides
assigned LCA taxa in the environmental search:
• 44% more were assigned in the metagenome search
• 73% more in the metapeptide search.
In terms of the number of taxa detected, as well as the
number of peptides with taxa, the searches using
metapeptide databases gave a much richer sample
characterization.
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